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In this issue we focus on:
l The future of the Eurozone
l Budget Day Thoughts
l The potential for the withdrawal of higher rate income tax relief on member penision contributions
l The taxation of members’ cash lump sums
l The Workplace Pensions Initiative 

The future of the Eurozone
In last month’s bulletin I tackled the challenging matter of Trustees’ asset class exposure, the effects of Quantitative
Easing upon interest rates and Gilt yield and the possibility that the ‘easing’ initiatives from central banks around
the world may be about to generate an upswing in the equity markets. Since then we have had a further tranche
of QE from the Bank of England, the ECB’s release of another €500bn+ in a second round of ‘Long Term
Refinancing’ - and modest gains in the FTSE.

Now we’re not fooling ourselves into thinking that the current economic storm is about to pass – far from it, the
Eurozone is still in High Dependency – with Greece about to check out and Ireland developing unforeseen
complications. Near term – say, for the remainder of this year, the Eurozone will survive – but the will of the politicians
is becoming increasingly distanced from the will of the people. Grave dangers, not seen for a generation or more,
lurk within this widening gulf - dangers that are neither countered nor diminished by the prospect of ‘more rigorous
enforcement’, of fiscal disciplines calculated to preserve the status quo. Greece may be only a minor economy
but is likely to be a fingerpost to the populations of other far larger economies suffering from the common illness.

Budget Day Thoughts
Turning away from these ‘macro economic’ matters, it’s important that we give some thought to March 21st and
Budget Day.

The potential for the withdrawal of higher rate income tax relief
on member penision contributions
The Chancellor’s admission that the “British Government has run out of money” has given added impetus to the
ways in which tax revenues could be increased without immediate damage to the economy. Principal amongst
these rumours, prompted by statements from the Chief Secretary to the Treasury (Daily Telegraph 10th February
2012) is the potential for the withdrawal of Higher Rate income tax relief on member pension contributions. In
earlier times, Higher Rate relief abolition was an annual Budget rumour that never materialised. But it may be
different this time. Public finances remain in a parlous state and with little early prospect of economic growth, it
may be a matter of ‘needs must when the devil drives’. Under these circumstances, it’s instructive to look at the
figures: 

In HMRC’s July 2011 parliamentary answer to the ‘cost’ of pension contribution tax relief, it calculated that Higher
and Additional Rate taxpayers enjoyed contribution relief of £2.23bn in the 2009/10 tax year. Taxpayer group
apportionment of the total £6.96bn of personal tax relief granted upon contributions made in the 2009/10 tax year
was as follows:

Basic Rate taxpayers 39% 
Higher Rate taxpayers 43% 
Additional Rate taxpayers 18% 
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Should income tax relief have been granted at only Basic Rate on the 2009/10 tax year contributions, then HMRC
calculate that additional income tax of the following amounts could have been collected:

Higher Rate taxpayers £1.484 bn
Additional Rate taxpayers £0.745 bn

£2.229 bn

HMRC’s National Statistics identify that the total tax relief (personal and corporate) granted upon pension
contributions in the 2009/10 tax year amounted to some £28bn. (HMRC Registered Pension Schemes Table 7.9
Cost of tax relief). This total figure comprised member contribution income tax relief, employer contribution
corporation tax relief and the ‘lost’ taxation resulting from tax exemptions granted upon pension scheme investment.

Statistics are wonderful things and we all recognise that should Higher Rate (and Additional Rate) relief be lost
then a good deal of discretionary pension fund investment of this 4 million strong taxpaying group would simply
not have been made. Alternative initiatives would doubtless have been pursued and nothing like an extra £2.229bn
would have fallen into the Exchequer’s hands. Nevertheless, HMRC’s assertions, together with their extraordinary
comments last month suggesting a ‘moral duty’ to refrain from tax avoidance, makes me realise that anything’s
possible in the current environment. So, should your pension contribution be possible or intended this year, then
action should be taken now, whilst Higher Rate relief and Additional Rate relief prevail.

The taxation of members’s cash lump sums
Next amongst the current rumours, is the potential to tax members’ Cash Lump Sums, taken on benefit uplift.
HMRC’s Information office has once again been busy. They have calculated that taxation to the value of £2.5bn
has been foregone upon the combined tax free Cash Lump Sums paid out in the 2008/09 tax year. The taxation
of Cash Lump Sums may therefore also be a tempting target for the Exchequer’s blunderbuss. How likely is this?
Unlikely in my opinion. It would be a body blow to many – and would have multiple repercussions across all
employment sectors. The Governments ‘Workplace Pensions’ programme (starting in October) would be the first
casualty – whilst the current public sector unrest over their pension trimming could easily mushroom into wholesale
revolt. 

The Workplace Pensions Initiative 
Private sector pension provision has been in steady decline for many years. The Government’s Workplace Pensions
initiative is designed to reverse this decline. Full contribution tax relief and tax free Cash Lump Sums are, in many
people’s eyes, only just about enough to justify locking away otherwise spendable income in an often inaccessible
long term savings arrangement. Should confidence in making such long commitments be undermined by further
Government meddling and benefit denial, then a key pillar to the essential structures of employment and personal
financial independence will be swept away. 

The wisdom, merits and purpose of long term saving have suffered so many blows in recent years that justification
to the younger generation of such action is becoming increasingly difficult. A fracturing of the long standing
covenant between the Revenue and those still willing to save for an independent retirement would have incalculable
consequences across all sectors of society – whilst making no difference whatsoever to the struggling economy. 

Robert Taylor
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